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Design of File Organization Schemes for 
Selected Query Set on Binary-Valued Attributes and 
Their Redundancies 
SHINSEI TAZAWA* 
Hiroshima College of Economics, Hiroshima 731-01, Japan 
In this paper we consider file organization schemes for binary-valued records and 
a selected set Q(k~ of queries, each specifying k attributes. We let a partition of Q~k~ 
into non-empty subsets correspond to the directory of a file organization scheme in 
such a manner that each area (bucket) in the directory is associated with one of 
those subsets. Then we consider the redundancy of the scheme which is defined as 
the average number of times the accession umber of a record is stored. The record 
distribution used to estimate redundancies has the invariant property relative to the 
permutation of the attributes. A bucket corresponding to a set of queries in Q~k~ 
which specify k - 1 attributes in common is called k-hyperclaw (k - HC) type. It is 
shown that the redundancy of a file organization scheme (called a k-HC-type 
scheme) whose buckets all are k-HC type is not greater than that of every 
possible file organization scheme with the same parameters. Furthermore, given the 
number of buckets a procedure for obtaining a k -HC type scheme with less 
redundancy than that of the other is also shown. Finally, in the case k = 2 a 
balanced file organization scheme having the least redundancy among all possible 
balanced file organization schemes with the same parameters i given from the 
graph-theoretic approach. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In an informat ion storage and retrieval system, each record stored in a file 
consists of  two parts. One part is provided to store the accession number of  
the record. In another part some attribute values which character ize the 
record and some other information,  if necessary, are stored. A file 
organizat ion scheme is viewed as a combinat ion  of  the directory and the file. 
The directory provides indexes for locating the subsets of records. Suppose 
that we want records possessing the specified values of a given set of  
attributes. Then we first have an access to the directory,  so that we obtain 
the access method for all records required. We obtain those records from the 
file via this access method. The structure of  directory has been discussed in 
many situations. 
In this paper we shall restrict our discussion to b inary-valued records, that 
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is, each record co of the file is characterized by an m-dimensional 0 -  1 
vector 
X(co)  = (x1, x 2 ..... Xm) (1.1) 
with respect o m attributes A~, A 2 ..... Am, where x; takes 1 when the record 
has the ith attribute A g and takes 0 otherwise. 
A retrieval request or a query is a request o retrieve from the file the 
subset of all records having certain specific attributes. The query is denoted 
by qgliv..~k, called a kth order query, if it requires to retrieve all records 
having k distinct attributes A~, A i ..... and A~ simultaneously. Let Qek) be a 
set of kth order queries. If the car~tinality ]Q0,)[ of QCk> is (~'), that is, if we 
deal with all kth order queries, we denote the set by Q~0 k). 
We consider a partition b Q<k) U i=lK i  of into b subsets, where the 
cardinality [K,.[ = e i of K~ is positive for i = 1, 2 ..... b. To this partition there 
corresponds a file organization scheme, where the directory is composed of b 
areas B1, B2 ..... B b which correspond to KI ,  K 2 ..... K b, respectively. Each 
area is called a bucket and the cardinality of the query subset corresponding 
to a bucket is called a degree of the bucket. In the bucket B~ associated with 
a subset K t the accession umber of a record is stored once if and only if the 
record is pertinent o at least one query in K i. Then we consider the redun- 
dancy of the scheme as a measure of storage requirement. The redundancy of 
a file organization scheme is defined as the average number of times the 
accession umber of a record to be stored in the scheme. A file organization 
scheme is much preferable to another if the redundancy of the former is less 
than that of the latter, since greater edundancy requires more storage space 
and time needed in the organization of the file. It is assumed in this paper 
that the record distribution used to estimate redundancies has the invariant 
property in permutation of attributes. 
This paper is concerned with two kinds of file organization schemes. 
One is a file organization scheme F k which is called a k-hyperclaw (k - HC)  
type scheme, where each bucket in the scheme corresponds to a set of queries 
in Q~) which specify k -1  attributes in common. Another one is a file 
organization scheme the degrees of whose buckets are all equal, i.e., 
e I = e 2 . . . . .  e b = e. The latter scheme is called a balanced file organization 
scheme with degree c and is denoted by BFS(c;  m, Q~k)). In Section 3, it is 
shown that the redundancy of a k -- HC type scheme is not greater than that 
of every possible file organization scheme with the same parameters. 
Furthermore, given the number of buckets a procedure for obtaining a 
k-HC type scheme with less redundancy than that of the other is also 
shown. In Section 4, in the case k = 2 a balanced file organization scheme 
having the least redundancy among all possible balanced file organization 
schemes with the same parameters is given from the graph-theoretic 
approach. 
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Balanced file organization schemes have been investigated in the literature. 
A query set is often assumed to be the set consisting of all kth order queries, 
i.e., Q(0 k). Abraham et al. (1968) showed that for k = 2, 3 BFS(c; m, Q~o 2)) 
and BFS(c; m, Q(03)) can be constructed by using projective geometry as a 
basis of the query set Q(0 k) for certain values of m and e. Chow (1969) 
proposed a BFS(e; m, Q(0k)), called the new balanced file organization 
scheme of order k (NBFSk). Yamamoto et al. (1975) proposed a 
BFS(e; m,Q~02)), called Hiroshima University balanced file organization 
scheme of order two (HUBFS2). Yamamoto and Tazawa (1979) considered 
for general k a new BFS(c; m, Q~0k)), called HUBFS,.  HUBFS k is an optimal 
scheme in that it has the least redundancy among all possible 
BFS(c; m, Q(0k))'s, provided that a distribution of records is one having the 
invariance property in permutation of attributes. An experimental system of 
HUBFS 2 organized for every query specifying an attribute as well as two 
attributes has been implemented and reported by Ikeda (1978). 
2. FILE ORGANIZATION SCHEME AND DECOMPOSITION OF k-GRAPH 
In this section we shall observe that a file organization scheme 
corresponding to a partition of query set can be considered as a decom- 
position of k-graph. Let V= {viii = 1, 2 ..... m} be a finite set and let g (k )_  
{Eil IEil = k, i C I} be a family of distinct subsets of V, where k is a positive 
integer. The couple H (k) = (V, N(k)) is called a k-graph on V if Q)i~zEi = V. 
The elements of V are called vertices and the elements of g(k) are called k- 
edges. A 2-graph is a simple undirected graph without isolated vertices. The 
vertices and the 2-edges of 2-graph are sometimes referred to as points and 
lines, respectively. A k-graph on V, written as Km,k, is said to be complete if 
N(k) is composed of all (~') k-edges. A complete 2-graph on V is a complete 
graph with m points and (~) lines. Consider, for example, ~(3){{1,2 ,  3}, 
{1, 2, 4}, {2, 3, 4}}. Then H (3) = ({ 1, 2, 3, 4}, g,(3)) is a complete 3-graph. 
For a collection f of all elements in the g,(3) and {1, 2, 3}, however, the 
couple ({ 1, 2, 3, 4 }, f )  is not 3-graph since { 1, 2, 3 } is contained twice in f .  
Let e be a positive integer. A collection of distinct k-edges E l, E 2 ..... E c 
(k >/2) is called a k-hyperelaw (k - HC) or simply a hyperclaw of degree e 
if the cardinality IO~=1Eil is either k or k -  1. When c/> 2, the set 0C=l E i 
is called the root and remaining vertices E i - (")~=1 Ej, i = 1, 2 ..... c, are 
called the leaves of the hyperclaw. For a 2-graph, a hyperclaw is a claw or a 
star composed of e lines incident with the same root point. Let g'l k), 
g'~k),...,~'Ik) be distinct k-hyperclaws of degrees el, e 2 ..... e I each and let 
bl, b 2 ..... b t be positive integers. A k-graph H tk) = (V, g,(k)) is said to have a 
cl,c2 ..... c~ i f~k)  t / /  bi ~{k) k-hyperclaw-decomposition of degree set [ b,. b~ ..... b j] = 0 i = 1 ,-, j ~ 1 ~ij  
holds for g'~) being isomorphic to £"I ~ ( j=  1,2 ..... b~; i=1 ,2  ..... l). 
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Yamamoto and Tazawa (1980) gave a necessary condition and some 
sufficient conditions for a complete k-graph to have a k-hyperelaw- 
decomposition of degree set [~], where b is the number of k-hyperclaws. 
If an attribute A t is identified with a vertex v i for each i = 1, 2 ..... m, a kth 
order query qi i2 i can be translated as k-edge E i = {v i , v i , , v i } and the 
1 " ' "  k 1 2 " ' "  k (k couple ({A~,A 2 ..... Am}, Q )) can be translated as k-graph H(k)= (V,g(k)), 
where V= {vl, P 2 ..... Vm} and ~e(k) = {{Vi~, Vi 2 ..... Vik}lqi,iz... i k E Q(k)}. By 
such a translation, a file organization scheme which is regarded as a 
partition of Q<k) into mutually disjoint non-empty subsets can be identified 
with a decomposition of H (k) into edge-disjoint k-subgraphs. Each k- 
subgraph corresponds to one of those subsets (buckets). A bucket is said to 
be k-hyperelaw (k -  HC)  type if the graphical structure of the query set 
corresponding to the bucket is a k -  HC.  
DEFINITION. Let c1 ,c  2 . . . . .  e I be distinct positive integers and let 
bl ,  b E ..... b I be positive integers. Suppose that IQ(k) l = cl b 1 + c2 b 2 + ... + ctb l
for a given query set Q(~). Then if there exists a file organization scheme 
with k - HC type buckets such that b 1 buckets are of degree cl, b E of degree 
c 2,..., and b I of degree c t, the scheme is said to be a k -HC type and is 
cl,c2 ..... ct . Q(k)). denoted by Fnc([b~,b 2 ..... b~]' m, 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider a query set Q<3) = {q123, q124, q125, q134, 
q136,q146, q126, q257} on attribute set J '=  {AI ,A  2 ..... A7} and consider a 
3 - HC type scheme with one 3 - HC type bucket of degree 3, two 3 - HC 
type ones of degree 2, one 3 - HC type one of degree 1 for this query set. 
Let V and if(3) correspond to ~¢" and Q~3), respectively. Since ~(3) is written 
as a union of one 3-He of degree 3, {{1, 2, 3}, {1,2,4}, {1,2,5}}, two 
3 - HC's  of degree 2, { { 1, 3, 4 }, { 1, 3, 6 } } and { { 1, 4, 6 }, { 1, 2, 6 } }, and one 
3-He of degree 1, {{2,5,7}}, the 3-graph H(3)=(V,  ff (3)) has a 3- 
hyperclaw-decomposition f degree set [~;~; ~]. Thus by letting each 
obtained 3 -HC correspond to a bucket, a 3 -HC type scheme 
Fnc([~;~; 11]; 7, Q(3)) is  obtained. 
Note that if Qtk) is the set of all kth order queries and if l=  1, then 
c l , c2  . . . . .  ct . Q(k)) Fnc([b~,~2 ..... or], m, reduces to a file organization scheme HUBFS k 
proposed by Yamamoto et al. (1975) for k= 2 and by Yamamoto and 
Tazawa (1979) for general k. 
3. REDUNDANCY AND k-HYPERCLAW. TYPE FILE 
ORGANIZATION SCHEME 
We introduce the concept of redundancy, which is a measure of storage 
requirement in a file organization scheme and which is defined as the 
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average number of times the accession umbers are repeated in the directory 
of the scheme. Consider a file organization scheme F with b buckets 
B1, B2,..., B b corresponding, respectively, to K~, K 2 ..... K b, where K i is the 
ith part in a partition of Q(k) into b non-empty subsets. Under a distribution 
of records, which may be the actual distribution in a given situation or which 
may be assumed a priori, the redundancy ~r  is then expressed by 
b 
~ai~F =/V  ~(Bi) ,  (3.1) 
where 3(B i )  is the probability of storing a record being pertinent to at least 
one query corresponding to the ith bucket B~, and is called the redundancy 
of the bucket B~. 
If it is assumed that the distribution of records is invariant relative to the 
permutation of the attributes, that is, if we consider a distribution of records 
satisfying 
Pr{X(o)) = (xl , x 2 ..... Xm) } = Pw, (3.2) 
where w=Y~x i and Pw are m+ 1 non-negative parameters with 
Y~m= 0(wm)pw = 1, then it is seen that the redundancy of a bucket depends on 
the set of corresponding k-edges only through its graphical structure. The 
following theorem was given with graph-theoretic approach by Yamamoto et 
al. (1975) for k= 2 and by Yamamoto and Tazawa (1979) for general k. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let B be a bucket which corresponds to e kth order 
queries (k >/2). Then the redundancy ~(B)  of  the bucket B has the lower 
bound l(: (m 
~=0 k+l  - w-k+1 Pw. (3.3) 
This lower bound is attained by a k - HC type bucket of  degree c. Moreover, 
this bound can be attained only by such a k -  HC type bucket o f  degree c, 
provided at least one of  pk+l,pk+z ..... Pm-~ is pos#ive. 
Note that the usual boundary conventions, i.e., (~) = 0 for those integers n
and r satisfying r < 0 or r > n, are used. The left-hand side of (3.3) is 
denoted by c~Hc(e, m, k), which is the redundancy of a k - HC type bucket 
of degree c. It follows from (3.1) that the redundancy of FHC([bl.b 2c1'c2 ......  b~]'~ " m, 
Q{k)) is given by 
"~,c bl,b2 .... ,bl ;m,k  = ~ b ic~nc(c i ;m,k)  
i=1 
i=1 W=0 w--k+ 1 -- w-k+ 1 Pw" (3.4) 
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THEOREM 3.2. The redundancy of Fnc([~i~:2',]]]',~]; m, Q~k,), which is 
given in (3.4), is not greater than that of every possible file organization 
scheme with b~ ,b 2 ..... and b I buckets of degrees c1 , c 2 ,..., and c t, respectively, 
provided the original query set is Q~k). 
This result follows from Theorem 3.1 and (3.1). Let K i denote the query 
set corresponding to a k-HC type bucket B i and let qfiiz...ik_~ be the 
(k - 1)th order query corresponding to the root of the k - HC identified with 
K i. We refer to the query qfii2...ik_ ~ as the root query ofK  i. We prove 
THEOREM 3.3. Consider a k -  HC type scheme F with b(>/2) buckets 
B~, B2,...,B b and consider a bucket B r Let B~ be a bucket such that the 
query set Kj corresponding to it contains a kth order query q~l~2...~,-lJ~ 
specifying the root query qili2...ik_l o f  K i and an attribute Aj~ which is 
different from Aq,A i2  ..... and Aik_l. I f  the degrees ci and cj orB  i and Bj 
satisfy c i >/cj >~ 2, then the redundancy of the new k -  HC type scheme F' 
with B; corresponding to Ki W {qi~i2...ik_~j~}, Bj corresponding to 
Kf-{qili~...ik_~i,} and the other buckets which are the buckets of F is not 
greater than that of F. 
Proof. Let ~f  and ~F '  be the redundancies of F and F ' .  It can easily be 
shown from (3.4) that 
w=0 
w=0 
w=0 
mk+l) c,+x)I 
w-k+ 1 - w-k+ 1 Pw 
(m +l (m 
w ÷1 
w-k+l  w-k+l  
 m- +lw=0 ,w k+,) (m k 1)+1 lw l )
P W 
Pw, 
since the degrees of B~ and Bj are c i + 1 and c j - -  1, respectively. Thus we 
have 
Ji~F--Ji~F,= ~ l (m- -k - -c j+ l  - - (m-k  k 
w=0 w-k  ) w Ci) I p~,,. (3.5) 
Since c i~>ej, i.e., m-k-c  i<m-k-e j+ l ,  it is obvious that 
~-~F,~>o.  
This theorem states that the larger the difference between c; and c i 
becomes, the smaller the redundancy becomes. This also gives a procedure 
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A Numerical Example of d(e i, c:) 
29 
cj 2 3 5 i0 15 20 
cf 
3 0.375 0.125 
5 0.469 0.219 0.0313 
10 0.499 0 .249  0.0615 0.000977 
15 0.500 0.250 0 .0625 0.00192 0.0000305 
20 0.500 0.250 0 .0625 0 .00195 0.0000601 0.000000953 
for finding a k -HC type scheme having less redundancy than a given 
k -  HC type scheme. If we assume the uniform distribution of records, i.e., 
Pw = (1/2) m, which is, of course, invariant with respect o the permutation of 
attributes, then the expression (3.5) can be written as ~v-~i~: ,= 
d(ci, c:)/2 ~, where d(c i, cj) = (1/2) cj-I - (1/2) ci and e i • cj ) 2. Table I 
shows corresponding values d(c i, e:) of c i and c i as a numerical example. 
EXAMPLE 2. In this example we use the query set Q~3) and the scheme 
which was given in Example 1. The scheme has four buckets B~,Bz ,B  3, 
and B 4 corresponding to K 1 = {q123,q124,q125}, K2= {q134,q136}, K3 = 
{q146,q126}, and K4= {q257}, respectively. By applying the parameter 'set  
(m, k, l, e l, e2, c 3, b~, b 2, b3) = (7, 3, 3, 3, 2, 1, 1, 2, 1) to the last expression 
of (3.4), it can be shown that the redundancy of the 3 - HC type scheme 
3,2,1 , FHC([1,2,1] , 7, Q(3) ) i s  8P3+27p4+34ps+19p6+4pT.  I f  q126 of K 3 is 
, F 4 I . Q(3)  transferred to K 1 a new 3 -HC type scheme Hc([1; ~; 2], 7, ) having 
four buckets B'~, B2 ,B  ~, B 4 is obtained, where B'I and B~ correspond to the 
new query sets K '  1 =K~U {q126} and K~=K 3-  {q126}, respectively. Its 
redundancy is 8p3 + 25P4 + 31p5 + 18p6 + 4p7. Thus the latter scheme has 
smaller redundancy 2p4 + 3p5 q-P6 than the former one. Under the uniform 
distribution of records, for example, Table I shows that 2p4 + 3p~-}-P6 = 
d(3, 2)/23 = 0.0469 since k = 3. 
In Table II we tabulate the redundancies of the following six file 
organization schemes, where Q(o 2) is the set of all second order queries and 
Q(o 3) the set of all third order queries: F(~)= Fuc([~5]; 11, Q~o2)), the inverted 
scheme; F (2) = FHc([~];  1 1, Q~o2)), a balanced scheme given by Yamamoto 
et al. (1975); F (3) =FHc~,t 1([ 0. 9. ~ . ,  1 , 7.1, 6.1, ~; 4.1, ~', ~]; 11, Q~2)), having the same 
number of buckets as that of F(2); F ~4)= F:4c( [ 1~5 ]; 1 1, Q(03)), the inverted 
scheme; F tS) = Fuc ([ ~5 ]; 11, Q (03)), a balanced scheme given by Yamamoto 
5.4 .3 .  and Tazawa (1979); F (6 )=FHc( [9"~;~ "46;5 6 5,z2"~ " . . . . .  27], 11, Q~3)), having 
the same number of buckets as that of F tS). ,,a~(~) in Table II denotes the 
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TABLE II 
A Comparison of Redundancy (m = 11) 
Weight 
Type of probability distribution 
Others 
of record Uniform Independence 
w (m)(1 /2)m (wm)(1/3)w(2/3)  . . . . .  (w)P (1) . . . .  (rn'~ r t (2 ) ,  . . . .  , 
0 0.00049 0.01156 - -  - -  
1 0.00537 0.06359 - -  - -  
2 0.02686 0.15896 0.1 - -  
3 0.08057 0.23845 0.2 - -  
4 0.16113 0.23845 0.4 - -  
5 0.22559 0.16691 0.2 - -  
6 0.22559 0.08346 0.1 0.25 
7 0.16113 0.02981 - -  0.50 
8 0.08057 0.00745 - -  0.25 
9 0.02686 0.00124 - -  - -  
10 0.00537 0.00012 - -  - -  
11 0.00049 0.00001 - -  - -  
Redundancies 
~ 13.750 6.111 6.600 21.250 
~t2) 5.328 3.184 3.607 6.994 
~3)  4.625 2.715 3.035 6.221 
~a~ 4) 20.625 6.111 5.800 36.500 
~5)  12.031 4.300 4.445 20.220 
~a~ 6) 9.937 3.573 3.702 16.547 
redundancy  of  F (i) for i=  I, 2 ..... 6. The record  d is t r ibut ions  selected for a 
numer ica l  compar i son  of  redundancy  in Tab le  II  are the un i fo rm 
d is t r ibut ion,  [pw = (1 /2)m];  a d is t r ibut ion  hav ing  the proper ty  of  indepen-  
dence,  [pw= (1/3)w(2/3)m-w]; and two other  general  d is t r ibut ions.  These  
d is t r ibut ions  have,  of  course,  the property  of  invar iance  with respect  to the 
permutat ion  of  attr ibutes.  
In the case where k = 2 we have the fo l lowing result,  wh ich  can  easi ly be 
der ived f rom Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 and  the express ion (3.4). 
COROLLARY 3.4. Suppose that Q(o 2) is the set of all second order queries, 
i.e., [Q(o2)[=(~) and that b - -m-1 .  Then a 2 - -HC type scheme 
Fttc([mll;m?2;...;~;11]; m, Q~o 2)) has the least redundancy among all 
possible file organization schemes with m-  1 buckets. Moreover, the least 
redundancy is given by 
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 c([m-Xm-2 2 1] ) 
;...; ; 
1 ' 1 1 1 ;m,  2 
= @ l (m-1)  ( ; _ - - l ) - -  (m- -1 ) l  
w~l 1 ~ w P~'" 
4. A BALANCED FILE ORGANIZATION SCHEME WITH 
THE LEAST REDUNDANCY 
We shall restriCt our discussion in this section to the case k = 2 and we 
consider a balanced file organization scheme with buckets of the same 
degree. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let Q(2) be a set of second order queries such that the 2- 
graph G (simple undirected graph) corresponding to it is connected and let d i 
be the number of 2-edges (lines) incident with the ith vertex (point) v i in G. I f  
all d i are even and if c is a common factor of dJ2, d2/2 ..... and dm/2, then a 
2-hyperclaw (claw) type scheme FHc([ ~b ]; m, Q(2)) can be constructed, where 
b = t Q (z) ]/c. 
Proof. Since every point of G has even degree, G is eulerian (e.g., see the 
book of Harary (1969)). Let vjo, xg~, Vjl,Xh, Vj2,... , Vj° l,Xi,, Vj, = Vg0 be an 
alternating sequence of points and lines which traverses each line exactly 
once, goes through all points and ends at the starting point (where v's 
represent points and xg~ is a line joining vj~_~ and vj~ ( l=  1, 2 ..... n)). We 
assign a direction to xg~ in such a manner that vj.t_ ~ is directed to vj~ for 1 = 1, 
2 ..... n and we obtain a directed graph D. It is easy to see that the number of 
lines going from a point v i is di/2. Since di/2 is an integral multiple of c, 
di/2c claws of degree c with the same root vi are obtained. Thus it follows 
that G has a 2-hyperclaw-decomposition of degree c. As seen in Section 2, 
this fact shows that a 2- -HC type scheme Fuc([~];  m, Q(21) can be 
constructed, where b is the number of the obtained claws of degree e. This 
completes the proof. 
We can easily see from Theorem 3.1 or Theorem 3.2 that Fuc([~]; m, 
Q(2)) has the least redundancy 
-1  m- -c - -1  l( m 1)(  )I w 
among all possible BFS(c; m, Q(2)). We also note that if Q(2) is the set of all 
F c . second order queries, uc([b], m, Q(2)) reduces to HUBFS2 with parameters 
m and c which has been given by Yamamoto et al. (1975). 
643/50/1-3 
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FIG. 2. 
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FIc. 1. Regular graph G of degree 4. 
v I v2C 
v 3 v 6 
v 4 v 5 
Directed graph D obtained from G in Fig. 1. 
TABLE III 
Construction of Buckets in a Fac([~]; 7, Qt2~) 
Bucket Query subset 
BI Kl = {q12,q~3} 
B2 K2 =/q23, (/24} 
B3 K3= {q34,q35} 
B4 K4 = {q45, q46} 
B5 K5 = {q56, q57} 
86 K6 = {q67, q61} 
B7 KT= {q71,q72} 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the graph G (regular graph of degree 4) seen in 
Fig. l, where for example, the line (v 1, v2)joining points v 1 and v2 represents 
the query q12 specifying attributes A~ and A2. Let Q(2) be the query set on 
seven attributes which corresponds to G. Now, since the degree of every 
point of G is even, G is eulerian. Thus we have a sequence vl ~ v2 ~ u3 
V4-..~ U5---~ U6---~ U7-.4 UI---~ U3---~ U5-.-~ U7--~x U2--~ U4---~ U6---~ UI~ where Vi--4 U j
indicates a directed edge from v i to vj. As shown in Fig. 2, this sequence 
corresponds to a directed graph D. By taking out the two lines going from 
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each point in the directed graph D and letting those lines correspond to 
- F 2 buckets, we obtain a 2 HC type scheme Hc([7]; 7, Q~2~). In Table III, the 
seven buckets in the scheme and the corresponding query subsets are listed. 
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